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1. Introduction

Plagiarism is an act of imitating the work of others directly or indirectly. In an academic environment, plagiarism applies not only to textual documents but also to source code documents. Source code plagiarism in academia usually occurs when students copy another student's code and submit it as if it were the student's work. So that an automatic plagiarism check is needed, the winnowing algorithm will be used to help detect similarities in source code as a way to detect an act of plagiarism. The Winnowing algorithm, which is usually used to detect document plagiarism, this research detects the source code. The results produced in this study are that the degree of similarity in the two source codes will produce different similarity values if the dataset used has gone through the text preprocessing stage or without preprocessing. If the dataset has gone through the text preprocessing stage, the similarity value will be pretty low because the number of characters used is significantly reduced. The Winnowing and Jaccard Similarity algorithms quickly detect plagiarism in source code and can be used to minimize plagiarism.

This is an open access article under the CC–BY-SA license.
Programmers have many ways to differentiate in writing program code, such as the language used, libraries, use of functions, and others. The problem that usually arises in academic circles related to computer science is the occurrence of plagiarism in programming assignments. Moreover, lately many schools or universities are using the concept of online learning, and the opportunities for plagiarism are wider because there is no direct supervision from the teacher. Thus, automation to detect plagiarism in source code that has high quality is urgently needed to meet the needs because the number of students continues to grow.

There have been many studies conducted to overcome plagiarism in source code. However, each research for plagiarism detection has different algorithms and accuracy results depending on how the researcher forms a model to solve the problems raised.

Based on [2] states that studies have shown that between 50% to 79% of undergraduate students will plagiarize at least once during their academic career. With such a high rate, an academic can assess cases of alleged plagiarism. In computer science courses, plagiarism is often encountered as source code plagiarism. Source code plagiarism occurs when a student takes someone else's source code and submits it as their work.

Several indicators are of concern to every researcher in improving the performance of plagiarism detection. According to [3], stemming affects the accuracy of similarity values generated using stemming, resulting in fewer good scores than those without stems. So, that research can be carried out to test whether the detection uses preprocessing or without preprocessing.

Research by [4] explains that the winnowing Algorithm can detect plagiarism in a reasonably fast time. Textually, this Algorithm is very effective in dealing with copy-paste and relocation plagiarism. The selection of the k-gram value will affect the similarity value. A small k-gram value will give a more excellent similarity value. The smaller the substring, the smaller the character will affect the hash value and can provide a fingerprint value.

The value of the k and w parameters dramatically influences the resulting similarity value. Research conducted by [5] by comparing two random assignments and obtaining various similarity values. The greater the value of k and w, the smaller the resulting similarity value; the smaller the k and w value, the greater the resulting similarity value. So the value of k = 2 increases the chances of finding similarities between the two samples being compared, considering that the winnowing Algorithm works by checking each code tested.

Research by [6] found that the Winnowing Algorithm can detect plagiarism at a high level in documents, the Rabin Karp algorithm at an intermediate level and the Knuth Morris Pratt algorithm can detect plagiarism at a low level in documents that have the same subject, with the arrangement gram = 5, window = 7 and base = 3. The analysis results confirm that the optimal Algorithm of the three is the Winnowing Algorithm, which produces a similarity of 94.3%. It also shows the highest accuracy, with a difference of only 1.19% from inspection by human experts, at 93.11%.

Research conducted by [8] proposes a machine-learning approach to detect plagiarism in programming assignments. This study performs calculations based on different features such as similarity scores, the number of variables and functions that are not used, etc., which come from the source code. The XGBoost learning algorithm is used and compares the results with the Support Vector Machine (SVM). The dataset used was programming assignments submitted by students during two introductory programming courses at the University of Sarajevo, which were found online in the C/C++ programming language and were then sorted to separate pairs of plagiarism and non-plagiarism. With the created model, the results obtained an accuracy score of 94% and an average f1 score of 0.905 in
the test set, and when compared to SVM, the model using XGBoost is better in the dataset used.

Research by [5] used the winnowing algorithm to detect plagiarism in programming source code by using ten student assignments using the winnowing algorithm and obtaining various similarity values by comparing two tasks randomly. And it can be concluded that the parameter values k and w significantly affect the resulting similarity value, namely the greater the k and w value, the smaller the resulting similarity value, and the smaller the k and w value, the greater the resulting similarity value. So the value of k = 2 is used to increase the chances of finding similarities between the two samples being compared, considering that the winnowing algorithm works by checking each code tested.

The plagiarism detection research conducted by [9] used the Mamber and Winnowing algorithms on abstract text documents. The dataset used is a conceptual document from students uploaded to the internet. In its implementation, this study uses two approaches, namely the Biword and Triword approaches embedded in the winnowing algorithm, while Biword is for the Manber algorithm. The testing results with ten documents showed that the average similarity of the manber algorithm is 90.56% while the winnowing algorithm is 94%. And for the winnowing algorithm with the triword approach produces an accuracy of 91.22%. So the biword process and the winnowing algorithm are better than the Manber algorithm and the winnowing algorithm with the triword method.

Another research conducted by [10] was motivated by the fact that manually checking source code plagiarism is a repetitive, complex, and time-consuming task, so automation is needed to detect plagiarism in source code that has high-quality. The dataset used in this study uses the Java programming language collected from Petra Christian University programming classes. This study uses three main algorithms: Levenshtein distance, greedy string tiling, and bigram, producing 12 features and statistical features. Then in the final step, features will be used to process training and inference with the XGBoost model. The test results show that using the proposed features and preprocessing has better performance metrics than previous research, namely an f1-score of 99%. The preprocessing application can also improve performance metrics based on previous studies' proposed features.

Winnowing is an algorithm based on a hashing approach that applies a hash function and window formation to obtain fingerprints when matching patterns. This algorithm is used by [11] based on words (word-level) still needs to be done, so this study aims to measure the level of similarity of dishes using the Winnowing algorithm and word-level trigrams. The results showed that the Winnowing algorithm applied using word-level trigrams could detect similarities in the text by 76.84%, 52.29%, 37.40%, and 19.29%. From the research results, the pattern-matching method with the Winnowing algorithm and word-level trigrams can be used to measure the level of text similarity.

The research conducted [12] found that the determination of the best parameters using the winnowing algorithm was based on the smallest value of the difference in parameters (differences in the results of similarity based on parameters), and the highest similarity value was the result of the similarity dice and the Jaccard coefficient. The results of setting the best research parameters with hash = 5, kgram = 2, window = 7. The results of testing these parameters indicate that the higher the k-gram value will affect the results of the similarity value. And if the hash or window value is taller, the change in result similarity is not too large but significant enough to affect the differences between parameters. Testing the value of the similarity level using the Jaccard similarity in the winnowing algorithm is lower than the dice coefficient with the difference between the dice similarity and the Jaccard coefficient of 2.554683%.

Based on some of the research above, this study will conduct experiments in detecting plagiarism. This study uses the Winnowing Algorithm, the winnowing Algorithm was
applied by comparing the results when using the Kotlin grammar preprocessing and not preprocessing. Thus, it can produce a better model against various plagiarism attacks and performs tests using Jaccard similarity. In conducting this research, the winnowing Algorithm will be used to help see similarities in source code which will be used as a way to detect the presence of an act of plagiarism. The Jaccard similarity is required as a document fingerprint, and the Algorithm that will be used to support it is the winnowing Algorithm. This is by statement [7] Jaccard similarity is usually used to compare documents and calculate the similarity value of two objects or documents.

2. Method

This research was conducted to detect plagiarism in source code using the Winnowing Algorithm.

The research stage can be seen in Figure 1.
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2.1. Dataset

The dataset is obtained from GitHub with the Kotlin programming language with the same theme. Then manually select the source code that has a code that is close to plagiarism or not. Then the data will be processed using text preprocessing using stemming and tokenizing. There are two types of datasets used, there are dataset that has been processed with text preprocessing and with preprocessing. The two data are then processed with the winnowing algorithm

2.2. Pre-processing

Stemming removes parts that tend to be static and are the same for all code, such as package declarations, class declarations, and main function declarations. This method is done so that the general part does not affect the assessment of whether a source code is plagiarized. Tokenizing functions to group each token from the source code into several categories. These categories are whitespace, comments, strings, operators, keywords, functions, variables, and numbers. The tokenizer used in this study uses the Pygment library, Pygment is used to highlight the syntax of particular programming languages. Inside the Pygment library is a library called KotlinLexer which functions for generating tokens and parsing Kotlin code in your program using the Kotlin grammar. The grouping of token
categories is taken from the Kotlin Programming Language specification. Then we will form k-grams and calculate the value using the rolling hash.

2.3. Proposed Work

The process begins with collecting data via Github. The data collected is the source code of the Kotlin programming language with the theme "Creating a Github User App application" and taking one of the files with the .kt extension.

Then data processing is carried out, and the data is manually selected source code with a code close to plagiarism or not. Then the data will be processed using text preprocessing using stemming and tokenizing. Stemming removes parts that tend to be static and are the same for all code, such as package declarations, class declarations, and main function declarations. This is done so that the general part does not affect the assessment of whether a source code is a plagiarism—tokenizing functions group each token from the source code into several categories.

After processing the data, the data is used to detect plagiarism in the source code using the Winnowing algorithm.

Here is how the Winnowing algorithm works [13]:

1. Build a k-gram series from the text
2. Perform a hash function for each gram. Equation (1) is the calculation of the hash function of the winnowing algorithm

\[ H_{(c_1, c_2)} = C_1 \cdot b^{k-1} + C_2 \cdot b^{k-2} + C_{k-1} \cdot b^k + C_k \]

\[ H_{(c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_{k+1})} = (H_{(c_1, c_2)} - C_1 \cdot b^{k-1}) \cdot b + C_{k+1} \ (1) \]

Details:

- \( H \) = hash value
- \( c \) = characters in grams
- \( b \) = base number
- \( k \) = gram character count.

3. Creates sets called windows consisting of i hash values. If i = 6, then in one window, there are 6 hash values

4. Selecting the fingerprint from the hashing results by dividing the hash results based on one window w value, and then selecting the smallest hash value from each window.

The fingerprint results obtained by comparing the two source codes will be tested using Jaccard similarity.

2.4. Evaluation

Testing by calculating similarity using Jaccard similarity. Two experiments were conducted, namely, the fingerprint results using preprocessing and not preprocessing. The fingerprint results will be compared using the Jaccard similarity equation. The Jaccard similarity value is obtained from the intersection divided by the union of the two sets. Jaccard distance is a measure of dissimilarity between data sets. This can be determined by the inverse of the Jaccard coefficient, obtained by removing the Jaccard similarity from the Jaccard similarity value. The advantage of Jaccard similarity is that it calculates the number of terms that are the same in each sentence and compares it to the total number of terms in both sentences. Jaccard similarity can be formulated as follows [13]:

\[ J(A, B) = \frac{|A \cap B|}{|A \cup B|} = \frac{|A \cap B|}{|A| + |B| - |A \cap B|} \ (2) \]
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3. Results and Discussion

The trial results of the plagiarism detector using Jaccard Similarity or the Jaccard Coefficient for the winnowing algorithm are shown in Table 1 using different datasets. The dataset used is the exact same source code which is the source code with the same program code, source code that is close to the same is the source code which is differentiated in the function calls and initialization of the variables, and the source code which has a big difference is the source code which has different calling activities.

The following are the stages of implementing the Winnowing algorithm which are described in the following test.

### Details:

$J = \text{Jaccard Similarity}$

$A = \text{Source code 1}$

$B = \text{Source code 2}$

### Source code 1

```kotlin
package com.submission.githubuserapplication
import android.content.Intent
import android.content.res.TypedArray
import android.os.Bundle
import android.widget.AdapterView
import android.widget.ListView
import androidx.appcompat.app.AppCompatActivity
class MainActivity : AppCompatActivity() {
    private lateinit var adapter: UserAdapter
    private lateinit var dataUsername: Array<String>
    private lateinit var dataName: Array<String>
    private lateinit var dataCompany: Array<String>
    private lateinit var dataPhoto: TypedArray
    private lateinit var dataLocation: Array<String>
    private lateinit var dataRepository: Array<String>
    private lateinit var dataFollowers: Array<String>
    private lateinit var dataFollowing: Array<String>
    private var users = arrayListOf<User>()

    override fun onCreate(savedInstanceState: Bundle?) {
        super.onCreate(savedInstanceState)
        setContentView(R.layout.activity_main)
        val actionbar = supportActionBar
        actionbar!!.title = "List User Github"
        val listView: ListView = findViewById(R.id.lv_list)
        adapter = UserAdapter(this)
        listView.adapter = adapter
        prepare()
        addItem()
    }

    private fun prepare() {
        dataUsername = resources.getStringArray(R.array.username)
        dataName = resources.getStringArray(R.array.name)
        dataLocation = resources.getStringArray(R.array.location)
        dataRepository = resources.getStringArray(R.array.repository)
        dataCompany = resources.getStringArray(R.array.company)
        dataFollowers = resources.getStringArray(R.array.followers)
        dataFollowing = resources.getStringArray(R.array.following)
        dataPhoto = resources.obtainTypedArray(R.array.avatar)
    }

    private fun addItem() {
        val selectedUser: User = users[position]
        val moveIntentWithParcelable = Intent(this@MainActivity, DetailUser::class.java)
        moveIntentWithParcelable.putExtra(DetailUser.EXTRA_USER, selectedUser)
        startActivity(moveIntentWithParcelable)
    }
}
```

### Source code 2

```kotlin
package com.masuwes.githubuserfirst
import android.content.res.TypedArray
import androidx.appcompat.app.AppCompatActivity
import android.os.Bundle
import androidx.recyclerview.widget.LinearLayoutManager
import androidx.recyclerview.widget.RecyclerView
import kotlinx.android.synthetic.main.activity_main.*
class MainActivity : AppCompatActivity() {
    private lateinit var dataName: Array<String>
    private lateinit var dataUserName: Array<String>
    private lateinit var dataCompany: Array<String>
    private lateinit var dataRepository: Array<String>
    private lateinit var dataFollowers: Array<String>
    private lateinit var dataFollowing: Array<String>
    private lateinit var dataAvatar: TypedArray
    private lateinit var dataLocation: Array<String>
    private var users = arrayListOf<User>()
    private lateinit var adapter: UserAdapter

    override fun onCreate(savedInstanceState: Bundle?) {
        super.onCreate(savedInstanceState)
        setContentView(R.layout.activity_main)
        val actionBar = supportActionBar
        actionBar!!.setTitle("User List")
        val listView: RecyclerView = findViewById(R.id.listViewUser)
        adapter = UserAdapter()
        listView.adapter = adapter
        prepare()
        addData()
        showRecyclerView()
    }

    private fun prepare() {
        dataUserName = resources.getStringArray(R.array.username)
        dataName = resources.getStringArray(R.array.name)
        dataLocation = resources.getStringArray(R.array.location)
        dataRepository = resources.getStringArray(R.array.repository)
        dataCompany = resources.getStringArray(R.array.company)
        dataFollowers = resources.getStringArray(R.array.followers)
        dataFollowing = resources.getStringArray(R.array.following)
        dataAvatar = resources.obtainTypedArray(R.array.avatar)
    }

    private fun showRecyclerView() {
        val layoutManager = LinearLayoutManager(this)
        listView.layoutManager = layoutManager
    }
}
```
1. Preprocessing

In this process stemming and tokenizing are carried out which function to eliminate common parts so that they do not affect the assessment of whether a source code is plagiarism or not. In Figure 3.1 is the source code being processed text preprocessing

The results after preprocessing are as below:

Source code 1

```kotlin
private fun addItem() {
    for (position in dataName.indices) {
        val user = User(
            dataUsername[position],
            dataName[position],
            dataCompany[position],
            dataPhoto.getResourceId(position, -1),
            dataLocation[position],
            dataRepository[position],
            dataFollowers[position],
            dataFollowing[position],
        )
        users.add(user)
    }
    adapter.users = users
}
```

Source code 2

```kotlin
private fun addItem() {
    for (position in dataName.indices) {
        val user = User(
            dataUserName[position],
            dataName[position],
            dataLocation[position],
            dataRepository[position],
            dataCompany[position],
            dataFollowers[position],
            dataFollowing[position],
            dataAvatar.getResourceId(position, -1),
        )
        users.add(user)
    }
    adapter.users = users
}
```

Figure 3.1. Source code for text preprocessing process
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2. Establishment of k-gram values

The second step is to form k-grams as test sentences, the amount of n-gram grouping data starts from 2 to 10, here are the results of some test results using the value of k-gram = 6. The following is the source code used to cut the k number of characters displayed on Figure 3.2

```java
Source code 1

```
Analysis of the Similarity Level of Source Code in the Kotlin Programming Language


Winnowing Algorithm
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3. Calculation of the hash function per k-gram

The third step is to formulate a hash function calculation, each k-gram is made rolling hash, along with testing the k-gram hash calculation on source code 1 and 2. The source code to calculate of the hash function per k-gram on Figure 3.3

**Figure 3.3 Source code to calculate of the hash function per k-gram**
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4. Formation of window values from hash values

Do grouping (Windowing) for each hash result, the steps are the same as with k-grams. Following are some of the results of the window series in source code 1 and 2 Source code 1. The source code to create formation of window values from hash values on Figure 3.4

```python
def select_fingerprints(self, hash_list, w):
    ...

    This helper function takes in a set of Parameters
    hash_list : list of (int, int)
    w : int
    w represents the window size for which we select a rightmost minimum

    Returns
    fingerprints : list of int
    ...

    fingerprints = {}
    min_index = -1
    prev_min_index = -1
    # traverse over the hash_list
    for hash_index in range(len(hash_list) - w + 1):
        min_value = float("inf")
        # traverse over each window
        for window_index in range(hash_index, hash_index + w):
            if hash_list[window_index] < min_value:
                min_index = window_index
                min_value = hash_list[window_index]
        # If the minimum value of the previous window is no longer the minimum value
        if min_index == prev_min_index:
            prev_min_index = min_index
            fingerprints.append(hash_list[min_index])
```

Figure 3.4 Source code to create formation of window values
5. Fingerprint selection of each window

In this step, take the smallest hash value from the Window series which is called the Fingerprint. The following is the result of fingerprint selection in source code 1 and 2. The source code to select fingerprint of each window on Figure 3.5
def generate_fingerprints(doc_path: str) -> list[str]:
    # Given the path of a text file, this function generates fingerprints for the contents of the file.
    # Parameters
    # doc_path: str - path to the text file
    # Returns
    # fingerprints: list of str - list of fingerprints for the given document
    # with open(doc_path) as document:
    #     contents = document.read()
    #     # print(contents)
    #     # create a new instance of the WinnowedDoc class with the updated constructor
    #     winnowed_doc = WinnowedDoc(contents, k=gram_size, window_size=55, True)
    #     # call the fingerprints method on the new instance
    #     fingerprints = winnowed_doc.fingerprints
    #     return fingerprints

Figure 3.5 Source code to select fingerprint of each window

Source code 1

Table 1 explains the effect of n-grams and w-grams on the similarity results. The testing results on two samples or documents are in table 1 with a value of k-gram = 4 and w-gram = 3. The reason for choosing the value of k = 4 is because the greater the value of k, the greater the similarity of values obtained. The use of preprocessing greatly affects the similarity value. Table 1, for the same source code, has a 100% similarity value and can be considered the proposed method to be successful because there is no difference, so the k-gram values are the same and also produce the same hash value. In table 1, the similarity value using preprocessing is lower than without preprocessing. This can happen because the
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number of characters created by the data that has been preprocessed is less. Tests in table 1 numbers 1, 2, and 3 produce high similarity. Lower than the test in number 1. The k-gram and w-gram values also influence this because the smaller the k-gram and w-gram values, the more often the pieces will be matched and usually found. Otherwise, the seldom is the data compared or found.

The applied preprocessing (removing some standard components and grammar tokenization) has the benefit of increasing the performance of metrics for calculating fingerprints in this study and research [8]. Using preprocessing tokenization with grammar will speed up the fingerprint calculation process because fewer letters are processed. Without preprocessing, it will cause parts often repeated/templates in a code to have a more dominating effect than the changes made. The use of stemming affects the accuracy of the resulting similarity value. Using stemming produces fewer good scores than those without stemming [3].

The Winnowing algorithm has k-grams, and the window process can be changed. The higher the k-gram value, the lower the similarity value is produced, and the lower the k-gram value, the higher the similarity value.

But that doesn't mean a low k-gram value will give an accurate accuracy value. The smaller the k-gram value, the smaller the characters to match and the more often these characters are found in the text.

Table 1. Plagiarism Detection Trial Using Different Datasets Against Similarity Results with the Jaccard Similarity Method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Preprocessing</th>
<th>K-Gram</th>
<th>W-Gram</th>
<th>Similarity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Precisely the same source code</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>The source code is nearly the same</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Source code that has a big difference</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Precisely the same source code</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>The source code is nearly the same</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Source code that has a big difference</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.68%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following is an example of the results of source code detection, and the author adds a threshold variable that functions to provide a minimum value to determine whether the source code is indicated as plagiarism or not.

Enter the path to the first text file: /content/gdrive/MyDrive/Dataset 1
Enter the path to the second text file: /content/gdrive/MyDrive/Dataset 2
Enter the similarity threshold (0–100); 70
The two files are similar with a Jaccard similarity of 3.926347143243975%

Figure 2. Examples of implementation results to detect plagiarism

4. Conclusion

From the research results above, it can be understood that text preprocessing greatly influences similarity results. The degree of similarity in the two source codes will produce different similarity values if the dataset used has gone through the text preprocessing stage or without preprocessing. If the dataset has gone through the text preprocessing step, the similarity value will be low because the number of characters used is significantly reduced. When compared, the value of similarity by the dataset without using preprocessing is higher than the dataset that has been done preprocessing.
The k-gram and w-gram values also influence this because the smaller the k-gram and w-gram values, the more often the pieces will be matched and found frequently. Otherwise, the data will be checked or seen more rarely.

The Jaccard similarity, which is used to produce similarity levels between source codes, is also quite good because this coefficient is simple by finding the same item from two documents and then dividing by the total of the second item from combining the two source codes.

The winnowing algorithm detects source code well and quickly, so it can be proven that the winnowing algorithm cannot only detect plagiarism in text documents but can also be used for source code. Plagiarism detection on source code using the winnowing algorithm is good enough to use to compare similarities between source code and good enough to use to minimize plagiarism. Future research is expected to be able to detect plagiarism by using other programming languages and implementing better methods in the process of detecting plagiarism.
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